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Executive Summary 

Problem Statement 

The City of Minneapolis has a growing demand for urban farming capacity. 

Homegrown Minneapolis, a citywide initiative focused on developing a healthy 

local food system, is looking to evaluate current policies and community need in 

order to better prepare for changes in the future.  Urban farming is one aspect of 

the larger urban agriculture and sustainable food systems that Homegrown 

Minneapolis oversees for the city. The collaboration between Homegrown 

Minneapolis and graduate students from the Humphrey School of Public Affairs 

comes at a critical time for the program. It is approximately one year after a large 

package of Minneapolis City Code was adopted to expand urban farming in the 

city, and the city is curious to see if and how changes have occurred. 

Methods 

 This paper utilizes qualitative methods to examine the state of urban 

farming and develop recommendations. Data was collected in order to answer 

the following research questions: What are the compelling reasons for the City of 

Minneapolis to invest in supporting urban farming? What are the most effective 

ways for the City of Minneapolis to engage urban farmers in creating a local, 

healthy, and sustainable food system? 

 

Relevant research was gathered through the following ways: 

• Online and paper surveys distributed by Homegrown Minneapolis to 

farmers in the Homegrown network. 

• Semi-structured interviews with farmers and nonprofits serving farming 

communities, focusing on gaining deeper insight into challenges and 

needs of urban farmers, especially Hmong-American farmers, North 

Minneapolis farms, and new farmers. 

• A review of academic literature looking at the field of urban agriculture and 
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sustainable food movements.  

• A comparative analysis of urban agricultural policies in other North 

American cities was also conducted to observe current trends in urban 

farming. 

Findings 

The qualitative research methods revealed that the City of Minneapolis is 

developing an environment that is more supportive of urban agriculture overall, 

but may be lacking in supporting urban farmers specifically.  The City Code and 

Zoning changes from 2012 have helped to create more legal opportunities for 

urban farmers to utilize land efficiently while also expanding some of their legal 

rights to sales.  A disconnect occurs in the supporting programs for urban 

farmers. There are many programs in the city to encourage community and 

hobby gardening such as the use of city-owned land for gardens, but they fall 

short of encouraging commercial urban farming. While the city has made strides 

to loosen the constraints on urban farmers legally, it has yet to encourage the 

practice through supportive programs or projects. 

 

 The surveys and interviews that were conducted allowed for an in depth 

insight into the needs and attitudes of urban farmers, and urban farming 

organizations, in Minneapolis. The communications revealed a number of areas 

of concern that are on the mind of the farmers, they include: 

• Long-term Land Access 

• Water Access 

• Value-added Products 

• Structures (i.e. hoop houses or green houses) 

• Animal Commercialization 

• Organizational Support 
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The comparative analysis of policies across North America brought to light 

a number of potential solutions for Minneapolis! initiatives as well as a broader 

understanding of what urban farming and agriculture policies may be.  Overall 

Minneapolis had more progressive policies than some, and less progressive than 

others.  Many cities also seemed to struggle with the balance of supporting both 

urban gardening and urban farming, most seeming to favor gardening over 

farming. 

Recommendations 

There were three main areas that were identified as immediate areas of 

opportunity for action for the city of Minneapolis if they want to improve the 

experience of urban farming.  Given the outcomes of the surveys and interviews, 

there is basic work to be done on water and land access for farmers specifically.  

In addition to these more specific changes, the data suggest the development of 

a citywide food strategy that would focus on the long-term planning of policy and 

programmatic efforts for the city surrounding food issues. These three 

recommendations are the next steps for Minneapolis as they seek to improve 

conditions for urban farmers and potentially the local food cycle overall.  Below 

are more details on the three recommendations; 

 

Increase water access: Water access is critical for crop production, and 

in urban settings water can be markedly more expensive than in rural farming 

areas.  Some ways for Minneapolis to mitigate water costs are: 

• Extend fire-hydrant access to urban farmers. 

• Provide reduced cost spigot installation. 

• Promote water efficiency through city incentives. 

 

Create Long-term land opportunities: Land costs can be up to 5 times 

the cost of rural land in urban areas, and often farmers rely on short term leases 
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for land access which lead to an inconsistent land availability. Minneapolis can 

improve the land situation by: 

• Provide long-term leases of city-owned land to farmers 

• Support the multi-city Twin Cities Agricultural Land Trust initiative. 

• Identify ways that farms can take advantage of little-used areas of 

publicly own lands and parks. 

• Inventory and qualify available land for its potential for production. 

 

Develop a Food Strategy: A citywide plan around food-related issues, 

including urban farming and agriculture, may help to direct the efforts of the 

multiple groups now working to better the urban agriculture prospects in 

Minneapolis. This would largely depend on goal and policy identification, with the 

use of tools to carry out a long-term plan for the city. 

 

 

  

Photo via Stone!s Throw Urban Farm 
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Introduction and Context 

 The questions of how to manage agriculture in our country and how to 

coordinate our urban growth are complex. Initially one may think these questions 

are exclusive to one another. Agriculture is seen as the expansive use of land to 

produce the food that later ends up on our plates. Urban growth is seen as the 

management of people and businesses within a finite space. However, with the 

uprising of urban agriculture and growing within the city, these two complex 

questions come head to head. The literature discussing the topic provides a wide 

range of thought to provide context to policymakers and urban farming leaders. 

What is Urban Agriculture? 

 There is an active conversation about the terminology of urban agriculture. 

Those working and making policy within the field frequently use terms like “urban 

agriculture,” “urban farming,” “community gardening,” “entrepreneurial gardens,” 

and “small plot intensive farming” (SPIN farming) somewhat interchangeably. 

Hanson and Marty define three categories of urban agriculture: urban farms 

(those for-profit or nonprofit growing in the city for sales); community gardens (a 

consortium of growers for their own use); and school gardens (those growing for 

demonstration purposes intended to get students engaged and eating healthy 

and eating locally grown vegetables.1 

 Largely, urban agriculture is defined as simply food production within a 

defined city and surrounding areas.2 This could include groups that have a 

nonprofit mission of education, job training or increasing participants! self esteem, 

or for-profit goals.3 David Tracey offers a more complex definition from the 

Resource Centers on Urban Agriculture and Food Security, a process that is 

integrated into the urban ecosystem and impacts the local ecology. Urban 

                                            
1
 Hanson, David and Marty, Edwin, Breaking Through Concrete, 2012, University of California Press 

Berkeley 
2
 Voigt, Kate A., Pigs in the backyard or the barnyard: Removing zoning impediments to urban agriculture, 

Volume 38, Issue 2, 2011, Boston College Environmental Affairs Law Review 
3
 Whiting Feenstra, Gail, McGrew, Sharyl, Campbell, David, Entrepreneurial Community Gardens: Growing 

Food, Skills, Jobs and Communities, 1999, Regents of the University of California, Division of Agriculture 
and Natural Resources 
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agriculture utilizes local resources such as land and water, and local residents as 

laborers, and offers direct links to its products to urban consumers.4 The 

literature reviewed failed to uniformly differentiate between a community 

gardening activity and an urban farm. 

 

 For the purposes of our research and discussion the following terms will 

be defined as follows: 

• Urban Agriculture: the growing of plants and the raising of animals within 

and around cities. It is distinctly different from typical rural agriculture in its 

inter-connected existence with urban life and activities, and therefore often 

requires different policy and legal support that can vary by jurisdiction. 

This could include consumable produce such as vegetables, mushrooms 

or honey, as well as the production of support resources such as compost. 

• Urban/Community Gardening: the growing of plants and raising of 

animals for personal use, in an urban setting. Any product of gardening 

would not be commercially sold or used. 

• Urban Farming: the growing of plants and the raising of animals for 

commercial use, in an urban setting. While some product may be for 

personal use, the majority will be for sale to the general public. 

Minneapolis city code may also refer to an urban farm as a “Market 

Garden.” Urban farmers can be nonprofit organizations, for-profit 

                                            
4
 Tracey, David, Urban Agriculture: Ideas and Designs for the New Food Revolution, 2011, New Society 

Publishers 

"#$%&!'%#()!
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businesses, however nearly all commercially-based urban farms could be 

considered social entrepreneurs. Regardless of their tax status, most 

urban farms have a social construct, including providing food to local food 

shelves and high levels of involvement in their neighborhood and 

community.  

Urban agriculture as a solution 

 Before the 20th century the country!s 

food system looked very different from 

today. Most households were rural and 

were self-sustaining by growing what they 

what they ate.5 This changed as agriculture 

became industrialized, with fewer farms and 

a massive increase in agricultural output, 

use of machinery and chemical fertilizers 

and pesticides.6 Today, American urbanites 

take the food system for granted. Food 

comes in the form of fast food restaurants, 

and prepackaged grocery store meals. 

Technology improvements allow the food 

transportation, storage, processing and 

delivery under the radar. The new service-

based economy allows urban consumers to 

purchase their food oblivious to what it 

takes to get to them.7 

 Those studying urban agriculture 

naturally offer their viewpoints of how it can 

                                            
5
 Lyson, Thomas A., Civic Agriculture: Reconnecting Farm, Food, and Community, 2004 Tufts University 

Press 
6
 Ibid 

7
 Pothukuchi, Kameshawri  and Kaufman, Jerome L., Placing the food system on the urban agenda: The 

role of municipal institutions in food systems planning, 1999, Agriculture and Human Values, Volume 16 

 
Photo by Growing Lots Urban Farm 

 
In 2010, Growing Lots Urban 

Farm transformed a vacant 

parking lot near Cedar Avenue 

and Minnehaha into a vibrant 

urban farm. The lot had gone 

unused for years, contributing to 

the heat island of the city. By 

building growth beds directly on 

top of the asphalt, the urban farm 

is providing a use for unused 

space, adding biodiversity, and 

contributing to the local 

community. 
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be part of a solution to some of the many problems that ail our food system and 

our communities in western nations and developing countries. Tracey (2011) 

went so far as to state that the three biggest world problems – energy crisis, 

climate change, and hunger – can all be influenced by more sustainable 

agriculture practices, including urban agriculture.8 There is nearly no end to the 

many benefits of small-scale food production within our cities to creating the 

three-legged stool of sustainability.   

Common challenges and recommendations 

 Much of the research on urban agriculture uses the form of storytelling and 

case study to illustrate the common challenges. Whiting, Feenstra, McGrew, and 

Campbell reviewed 27 entrepreneurial gardens in 1999.9 They found that despite 

the different sites, production and marketing models, and employment strategies, 

the farms had some commonalities. In Breaking Through Concrete, Hanson and 

Marty also provided stories of individual farms to make the case.10 Other authors, 

such as Pothukuchi and Kaufman offer analysis of entire urban environments to 

provide context to what urban farms provide within the cities.11 Lacking within the 

research is a full profile of the contributions of urban farming and community 

gardening within the U.S. or even in a particular municipality. 

 Several authors provided recommendations, and some commonalities 

exist among them. Recommendations range from policy changes by the city, 

such as updating zoning ordinances to accommodate agriculture, markets, and 

value-added products,12 supporting farmers through encouraging land-use 

practices, testing and subsidies for soil contamination and remediation,13 and 

assisting farmers in taking their production to scale.14 

                                            
8
 Tracey (2011) 

9
 Whiting, Feenstra, McGrew, Campbell (1999) 

10
 Hanson and Marty (2012) 

11
 Pothukuchi and Kaufman (1999) 

12
 Voigt (2011) 

13
 Carter, Anne and Mann, Peter, Farming from the City Center to the Urban Fringe: Urban Planning and 

Food Security, downloaded March 16, 2013, from www.foodsecurity.org 
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Minneapolis Urban Agriculture Today 

 In 2009 a Minneapolis City Council 

resolution created the Homegrown Minneapolis 

Task Force, which was an outgrowth from a 

2008 resolution that established the Homegrown 

Minneapolis Initiative. The original purpose of the 

initiative was to “[expand] our community!s ability 

to grow, process, distribute, eat and compost 

more healthy, sustainable, locally grown food.”15 

Since the initiative and resolution, urban 

agriculture in Minneapolis, and the greater Twin 

Cities area, has proliferated. By the end of 2012, 

Minneapolis boasted 106 public food-producing 

gardens covering 21.45 acres in the city with 

additional acreage attributed to hobby gardens 

and commercial farming operations.  

 Increased participation and interest in 

urban agriculture in Minneapolis over the past 

four plus years has been due to national trends 

toward sustainable food sources, plus the 

tireless efforts of a number of city departments, 

including the Mayor!s Office, and community 

advocates to create both policy changes and 

educating the public about the benefits of locally 

grown foods. Among the many changes and 

developments around urban agriculture in the 

                                                                                                                                  
14

 Day Farnsworth, Lindsey, McCown, Brent, Miller, Michelle, Pfeiffer, Anne, Scaling Up: Meeting the 

Demand for Local Food, December 2009, UW Extension Ag Innovation Center, UW Madison Center for 
Integrated Agricultural Systems 
15

 Homegrown Minneapolis. (2013) Retrieved from 
http://www.minneapolismn.gov/sustainability/homegrown/ on March 23, 2013 

 

 
Photo by Beez Kneez 

 
Beez Kneez is a community-

focused business that is working 

to revive bee colonies by 

delivering local raw honey to 

homes, restaurants, and 

businesses in Minneapolis by 

bike. They also have an outreach 

program, Community Bees on 

Bikes, providing education and 

raising awareness of the vital role 

of honeybees. In 2013, Beez 

Kneez launched a successful 

Kickstarter campaign to raise 

money for a Honey House, place 

for their operations, a hub for the 

beekeeping community, and a 

place for beekeepers to extract 

their honey. 
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city, two major actions by the city have guided the progress: the creation of the 

2011 Urban Agriculture Policy Plan and the adoption of the 2012 Urban 

Agriculture Policy Plan Text Amendment/Zoning Code Updates. From these two 

events much of the current urban agriculture policy in the city has been created. 

These policy changes range from expanding the ability to own livestock to 

expanding zoning to include commercial urban farms legally within the city. 

Another important milestone for urban agriculture in Minneapolis was the creation 

of the Homegrown Minneapolis Food Council in late 2011, which has lead to 

community involvement as well as a guiding body for policies initiatives. 

 Overall, the concept of urban agriculture in Minneapolis has come a long 

way since 2008. Many policies have been developed and the city is closer to 

reaching its goal of bringing sustainable local food to more citizens. That said, 

however, there is room for even more improvement when it comes to developing 

policies and practices to encourage urban agriculture in Minneapolis, and the 

greater Twin Cities. 

National Picture of Urban Agriculture 

 Urban agriculture has proliferated across the United States in the past 

decade, with cities spanning from New York City to Los Angeles seeing an 

expansion of gardening and farming efforts in their neighborhoods. Each city, 

however, has approached integrating urban agriculture practices and policy 

initiatives locally. There has been little to no policy efforts that span across 

regions, which has resulted in a very diverse and varied policy field for municipal 

urban agriculture policy.  

 A recent research project out of Portland, Oregon looking at 13 different 

cities studied which city department housed agriculture activities.16 They found 

that urban agriculture activities were housed in any of 6 different departments 

ranging from the Mayor!s Office to the Planning Department to the Sustainability 

                                            
16

 Hatfield, Molly M. City Food Policy and Programs: Lessons Harvested from an Emerging Field. 
City of Portland, Oregon Bureau of Planning and Sustainability; October 2012. Retrieved from 
www.portlandoregon.gov/bps/food on March 21, 2013 
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Department. Even as policies and, departmental location, vary across the 

country, there are a few common practices that cities are using when addressing 

the growing need for city involvement in urban agriculture expansions and 

regulations. 

• Developing a Citywide Food Strategy - A food strategy for a city would include 

a long-term plan for food related policies. The general goal, typically, of a city 

food strategy is improving the overall health of the city and its citizens by 

improving the community!s relationship with food and food production. They 

vary by jurisdiction, but most often include initiatives that deal with food 

access and equality, locally sourced food, creating and maintaining a 

sustainable food system, urban gardening, and urban farming. 

• Encouraging community involvement through incentivizing community garden 

models - Along with the importance of creating a policy agenda for the city, 

many cities have increased their support for citizen gardening through large 

community gardening programs. While these programs vary, they often offer 

increased access to land and water, often at a decreased cost, for gardening 

cooperatives or groups that are seeking to produce own-source food for their 

users. These programs rarely include provisions for commercial ventures 

such as urban farms. 

• Increasing the number of access points to locally produced foods - 

Throughout the movement of urban agriculture is the push for creating access 

to local foods for the average citizen. Much of these access points come in 

the form of local farmer!s markets, which have increased in numbers 

nationally in recent years. Beyond the farmer!s market model, there has been 

a push by some cities to bring local produce to neighborhoods that would 

otherwise not have adequate access to fresh produce, known as food 

deserts. These efforts, alongside an growing trend of local-source 

restaurants, have helped to create more access to locally sourced foods. 

These examples are only a few types of plans and policies that are emerging 

nationally to address the growing demand for agriculture in urban areas. Many 
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cities are learning from each other on what works and what does not. As the 

urban agriculture movement progresses through its second decade there is likely 

to be a growing list of best practices, but currently no such industry standard 

exists. An in-depth comparison of the urban agricultural policies of several cities 

in North America is discussed later in our findings. 

 

Civic and Social Benefits of Urban Agriculture 

 It!s not news that our global food system is broken. Some studies estimate 

as many as 2 billion people are hungry or malnourished and another 2 billion 

people are over-consuming. At the same time, the largest world problems—

climate change, the energy crisis, and world hunger—are all impacted by our 

agriculture and food systems. How we grow, process, and distribute food has 

changed dramatically in the last century. Urban areas now occupy about 1 

percent of the earth!s surface17, yet for the first time in history the majority of the 

world!s population now lives in cities and towns18 and 80% of the U.S. population 

lives in cities.19 That proportion is expected to only increase as the world 

population reaches 9 billion within the next 30 years. Change is within our reach, 

but must be addressed at all levels, from World Health Organization and FDA, to 

local municipalities and our family!s dinner plates. 

Cultivating urban agriculture is part of the solution 

 In America, the cities grew during the 20th century as people left the farms 

in search of jobs. And in the process, they left behind the farms and the constant 

reminder of how food gets from plow to plate. In the city, the food system is often 

taken for granted and goes unseen. Farms and processors have been pushed 

                                            
17

 The Earth Institute, Columbia University, The Growing Urbanization of the World, Retrieved 
from www.earth.columbia.edu/news/2005/story03-07-05.html on May 1, 2013 
18

 Pearson, C.J., Pilgrim, Sarah, and Pretty, Jules N., Urban Agriculture: Diverse Activities and 
Benefits for City Society, 2010, International Journal of Agricultural Sustainability, Volume 8, 
Issue 1-2 
19

 Carter, Anne and Mann, Peter, Farming from the City Center to the Urban Fringe: Urban 

Planning and Food Security, retrieved from www.foodsecurity.org  on March 16, 2013 
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further away from the urban environments. Traditional farms use technology to 

focus their crops and economies of scale to maximize profits, pushing food 

production further and further away from the cities. In fact, 60% of retail food in 

the U.S. comes from just 10 companies.20 Between 1910 and 1997, the number 

of U.S. farms shrank from 6.3 million to 2.2 million and during the same period 

the number of tractors in use went from only 6,000 to nearly 4 million.21 

 Today, a typical American city-dweller rarely comes in contact with food 

right from its source. Because of the urbanites 

disconnect with the food system, the urban 

poor are highly susceptible to the instabilities of 

the food system. Low- income families spend a 

higher proportion of their income on food and 

even small price changes have a large effect. 

Urban diets, particularly among the poor, are 

more dependent on processed foods rather 

than traditional local foods leading to health 

epidemics like obesity and diabetes.22 

 Cultivating crops within an urban 

environment is not new. In developing nations, 

it is much more commonplace as a means of 

subsistence for the urban poor. In 2006, the 

World Urban Forum showcased the importance 

of urban agriculture in the 21st century.23 Some 

estimate the amount of our global food 

                                            
20

 Lyson, Thomas A., Civic Agriculture: Reconnecting Farm, Food, and Community, 2004 Tufts 
University Press 
21

 Ibid 
22

 Pearson, Pilgrim, and Pretty (2010) 
23

 Redwood, Mark, Agriculture in Urban Planning: Generating Livelihoods and Food Security, 
2009, International Development Research Centre 

 
Photo by Stone!s Throw Urban Farm 

 
Stone!s Throw Urban Farm is the 

result of a merger between three 

urban farms and six farmers in 

Minneapolis in 2011. Together, they 

farm 16 formerly vacant lots in 

Minneapolis and St. Paul, and sell 

their produce through a Community 

Supported Agriculture Program 

(CSA), farmers markets, and to 

several local restaurants.  
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production grown in cities to be as high as 15-20%.24 When the urban poor see a 

lack of jobs in developing countries, they are likely to grow their own food as a 

strategy to get by. In Russia, 70% of families grow at least some of their own 

food, in Singapore 80% of the poultry and 25% of the vegetables eaten within the 

city are grown by an estimated 10,000 urban farmers.25 With the existing 

practices of urban agriculture in other parts of the world, the pending food and 

health crisis, urban agriculture needs to be embraced as a solution. There is 

enormous potential to expand urban production as a proportion of our food 

intake. 

Economic benefits 

 Urban agriculture has the potential to reinvigorate economically 

downtrodden urban areas across America. Since the 2008 recession, 

Minneapolis, like many cities across the U.S., saw the number of foreclosed and 

abandoned properties skyrocket. According to the Minneapolis List of Vacant and 

Condemned Properties in April 2013, over 600 properties in the city were 

vacant.26 A large number of vacant lots can become eyesores, increase crime, 

and become a general blight on the community. While not all of these lots are 

suitable for agriculture, turning vacant spaces into farms and gardens can 

contribute to healthy community by engaging residents, providing jobs, and 

transforming a neighborhood. Approximately every $1 invested in a community 

garden yields $6 worth of fruits and vegetables, giving urban farms a huge return 

on investment in urban communities.27 

 

 The United States Department of Agriculture estimates that local food 

sales totaled about $4.8 billion in 2008, or about 1.6% of the U.S. agricultural 

                                            
24

 Ibid 
25

 Tracey, David, Urban Agriculture: Ideas and Designs for the New Food Revolution, 2011, New Society 
Publishers 
26

 City of Minneapolis, Minneapolis List of Vacant and Condemned Properties, April 1, 2013 
27

 Mogk, John, Urban agriculture: good food, good money, good idea!, September 13, 2010, retrieved from 
OECD Insights (www.oecdinsights.org) on April 8, 2013 
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market.28 Urban farms contribute to the overall economic engine of a community. 

For example, Detroit, which has redoubled its efforts to utilize vacant property, 

has found that its urban farms could generate approximately $200 million in sales 

and approximately 5,000 jobs. In Philadelphia, urban farms and gardens earn up 

to $68,000 per half acre.29 

 Leaders in this area seem to have a consensus that urban farming has a 

unique opportunity to thrive in an economy that has struggled since 2008.30 

When the housing bubble burst in 2008, urban communities struggled with 

foreclosed and abandon properties. Urban farms have the ability clean up and 

utilize vacant lots in suffering areas, seeing immediate economic benefits from 

jobs and local sales.31 

Environmental benefits 

 Farming and gardening in the city has substantial positive effects on the 

environment within the city and surrounding areas. In the United States, it!s 

estimated that food, on average, travels about 1,500 miles when making its way 

from farm to consumer. This is in contrast to locally sourced food, which travels 

just 45 miles to market.32 In a 2001 study, researcher Rich Pirog at Iowa State 

University found that conventional food distribution used 4-17 times more fuel 

and emitted 5-17 times more carbon dioxide than locally grown and distributed 

food.33 Our traditional food systems are energy intensive. By reducing the fossil 

fuels and emissions through the distribution and packaging, local food systems 

will make dramatic impact. Urban farming can also improve city air quality, 

biodiversity, and reduces soil erosion within the city. 

                                            
28

 Jonson, Renee, Aussenberg, Randy Alison, and Cowan, Tadlock, The Role of Local Food Systems in U.S. 
Farm Policy, April 4, 2012, Congressional Research Service 
29

 Mogk (2010) 
30

 Hanson and Marty (2012) 
31

 Voigt (2011) 
32

 DeWeerdt, Sarah. Is Local Food Better?  2013, World Watch Magazine, Volume 22, No. 3 
33

 Ibid 
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Social benefits 

 Community farms have a tremendous ability to bring people together. 

Urban farms run by nonprofits provide youth and community members with job 

training, leadership skills, and promote healthy lifestyles. Groups like Youth Farm 

and Market Project in Minneapolis bring disadvantaged youth together, provide 

them with a unique opportunity to learn about food, healthy eating, and at the 

same time learn progressive interpersonal and leadership skills that they can use 

for a lifetime. At the same time, small entrepreneurial businesses or hybrid 

organizations provide an opportunity for neighbors to see the food growing 

process within the community. Farmers tend to be social about their growing 

process and the nature of being outside in the community is an opportunity for 

farmers to get to know their community and the community to get to know them. 

 Thomas Lyon describes urban agriculture as “civic agriculture” in an 

attempt to convey the communicable nature of growing in an urban 

environment.34 Growing within our neighborhoods strengthens community identity 

and creates healthier communities who are eating better foods. As Hanson and 

Marty point out “urban farmers will never feed the population, but they have 

tremendous capacity to bring people together to see how food is made.”35 

Health benefits 

 In the United States, obesity and chronic diseases based on poor diets are 

escalating at astounding rates. Seven of the top 10 causes of death are linked to 

diet.36 Urban agriculture is a gateway to healthy communities by creating an 

understanding of food systems. Children and adults involved with growing 

vegetables are much more likely to eat vegetables and other healthy foods. The 

role of government is to organize human activities and protect resources for the 

                                            
34

 Lyon (2004) 
35

  Hanson and Marty (2012) 
36

 Tagtow, Angie, and Harmon, Alison, Healthy Land, Health Food & Healthy Eaters: Dietitians Cultivating 
Sustainable Food Systems, 2009, University of Wyoming, retrieved April 8, 2013 from 
http://www.uwyo.edu/winwyoming/pubs/healthyland%20healthyfood%20healthyeaters.pdf 
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greater good. Local municipalities can support urban agriculture as a means to 

create healthy communities. 

 

Research Findings 

 In our exploration of the impact of urban agriculture policies on farmers in 

Minneapolis, we conducted in-depth qualitative analysis through a survey and in-

depth interviews with farmers and farming advocacy groups. (See Appendix A 

for survey and interview methodology. See Appendix B for full survey 

responses.) We chose to conduct interviews in addition to the survey in order to 

collect data on farmers who are less likely to respond to the survey, such as 

immigrant farmers or farmers in North Minneapolis. We also conducted a 

municipal comparative analysis of urban farming policies in selected North 

American cities to place the Minneapolis! policies in a broader urban agriculture 

policy context. 

A Snapshot of Minneapolis Urban Farmers 

 The results from the survey and interviews provided valuable insights into 

urban agriculture in Minneapolis. See Figure 1 for survey results.  

 The majority of survey respondents are farming on less than an acre. On 

average, these farmers are growing on around a third of an acre of land. There 

were three exceptions of a ten-acre farm, a three to four acre farm, and a two-

acre farm. The larger farms have been established longer, while the smaller 

farms are a mix of start-up and established operations. With the exception of one 

mushroom farm, all of the farmers grow vegetables. With the exceptions of the 

two- and 10-acre farms, the rest of the farms are all operated by the owners or by 

volunteers. 

 More survey respondents rent land than own land. When adding in 

information from interviews, access to land that is affordable and available for 

multiple-year leases is a large concern for urban farmers. Regardless of whether 

they own or lease land, all the survey respondents use city water in some form. 
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Primarily this is through private spigots of houses. There was interest from both 

survey respondents and interviewees in accessing water through fire hydrants 

instead of informal arrangements with neighbors or landlords. Water access 

wasn!t seen as a huge barrier for most survey respondents or interviewees, but 

all of the interviewees and survey respondents expressed interest in having 

better, more affordable access to water.  

Figure 1 – Survey Results 

 
MINNEAPOLIS URBAN FARMING AT A GLANCE 

FARM SIZE 
 

72.7% less than 1 acre 
27.3% 2 acres or more 

GROWING PRACTICES 27.3% only in-ground 
18.2% only raised beds 
45.5% combination 

LAND ACCESS 36.4% rent land 
18.2% rent and own land 
18.2% own land 
27.3% did not respond 

RAINBARRELS 36.4% use rainbarrels 

CSA 45.5% provide CSAs 

FARMER!S MARKETS/ 
RESTAURANTS 

54.5% provide food for farmer!s markets 
and/or restaurants 

FARM GATE SALES/ GIVE TO 
NEIGHBORS 

18.2% intend to sell on- site 
18.2% give away produce to neighbors 

VALUE-ADDED PRODUCTS 81.8% want to incorporate value-added 
products 

ACCESS TO AFFORDABLE 
COMPOST 

54.5% have access to enough compost 
27.3% didn!t know  
18.2% do not have access to enough compost 

WHAT WOULD PREVENT YOU 
FROM FARMING IN THE 
FUTURE 

27.3% land loss 
27.3% laws 
18.2% not making a profit 

CURRENT BARRIERS TO 
FARMING 

63.6% regulatory policies and navigating 
requirements 
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 Only the two- and 10-acre farm respondents provided production yields in 

pounds, at 30,000 and 10,000 pounds of food respectively. Out of the remaining 

farms, six didn't respond, and the remaining three reported selling $500-$1000 of 

produce. Around half of survey respondents have CSAs, ranging from providing 

5-60 shares. Half of the survey respondents also currently provide food to 

farmers markets or restaurants. Interviews with different farming advocacy 

groups indicated that their constituents most frequently grow food to sell at 

farmers markets or directly to businesses. For example, the Hmong American 

Farming Association (HAFA) operates as a food aggregator for its members. In 

addition to individuals being able to sell at markets, HAFA aggregates food 

together and sells to restaurants, schools, and hospitals. 

 When questioned about ways they wanted to improve their business, 

almost all of the survey respondents and interviewees expressed interest in 

adding value-added products to their businesses, such as jam, tomato sauce, 

salsa, or other canned vegetables. The main barriers were access to commercial 

kitchen space and uncertainty on how to scale up production. In addition to 

value-added products, hoop houses and greenhouse space were desired 

structural improvements for several respondents and interviewees. 

 Around half of survey respondents say they have access to enough 

affordable compost. The remainder either didn!t know, or don!t have access to 

enough affordable compost. Compost was not a significant issue in the 

interviews. 

 When questioned about what would prevent them from farming in the 

future, the most common responses from survey respondents and interviewees 

were laws, land loss, and not making a profit. When asked about current farming 

barriers the most common barrier for survey respondents were laws and policies, 

ranging from zoning, value-added product laws, regulations around animals, 

unclear access to hydrants, composting, and hoop houses. 

 Survey respondents and interviewees all expressed interest in utilizing the 

Twin Cities Agricultural Land Trust to access land. When considering what 
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resources and services survey respondents and interviewees want from 

Homegrown Minneapolis, the majority of responses fall under policy advocacy or 

assisting in the creation of networks and communities of urban farmers. See 

Figure 2 for Homegrown Minneapolis!s current map of urban farming operations. 

Figure 2 – Current Minneapolis Urban Agriculture Operations 
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Strengths and Weaknesses of Current Minneapolis Urban Agriculture 

Policies 

 An understanding of the current strengths and weaknesses is important in 

order to develop recommendations for improving urban agriculture in 

Minneapolis. The see Figure 3 below for strengths and weaknesses provide a 

brief overview of the strengths and weaknesses identified in the survey and 

interviews.  

Figure 3 – Strengths and Weaknesses 

 

Strengths Weaknesses 

Community Resources 
Homegrown Minneapolis 

Farmer advocacy groups and 
collaboratives 

 
Land 

Decreased number of vacant lots 
 
 
 

Farmers Markets 
Abundance of markets 

Strong desire for markets in 
communities 

 
Political 

Supportive councilmembers and mayor 
Upcoming elections 

 
 

Community Resources 
Some neighborhoods are more isolated 
Distinction between gardening/farming 

confusing 
 

Land 
Few long-term leases 

City prioritizes community gardens for 
vacant lots 

 
Farmers Markets 
Barriers to selling 

Concerns of oversaturation 
 
 

Political 
Hard to navigate 

requirements/regulations 
 

Economic 

Very few farms currently financially 
sustainable 
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Opportunities and Threats for new Minneapolis Urban Agriculture 

Policies 

 In addition to understanding the strengths and weaknesses of 

Minneapolis!s current urban agricultural field, identifying potential opportunities 

and threats also provides valuable guidance for creating recommendations to 

strengthen urban agriculture. See Figure 4 for potential opportunities and threats 

of urban agriculture policy changes in Minneapolis. 

Figure 4 – Opportunities and Threats 

 

Opportunities Threats 

Human Capital 
Many talented, committed farmers 

Food Council 
 

Community Engagement 
Homegrown Minneapolis 

Community Organizations invested in 
farming 

 
Political 

Support from current mayor and some 
council members 

Urban Farming Producers 
Collaborative organizing to influence 

upcoming election 
 

Economic 

Economic development projects 
 
 

Land 

TCALT 

Human Capital 
Tension between established larger 

scale farmers and new farmers 
 

Community Engagement 
Tension between Food Council and 

community organizations 
 
 

Political 

Potential new council members or 
mayor opposed to urban farming 

 

 

 

 

Economic 

Challenging to break even and make a 
profit 

 
Land 

 

 

Municipal Policies on Urban Agriculture: Comparative Analysis 

In our efforts to understand how Minneapolis urban agriculture efforts are 

progressing, we have concluded that comparing a number of critical policy areas 

for Minneapolis to other cities practices across the country, and in Canada, would 
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allow for a broader understanding of the city of Minneapolis!s successes and 

areas for improvement.  Our analysis seeks to shed light on potential best 

practices for Minneapolis to base its future policy initiatives on, as well as inform 

any future discussions about urban agriculture policy and practices. 

Method 

For the research pertaining to the following analysis, a two-pronged 

approach was used. The majority of the research was conducted via traditional 

methods in available literature in addition to city-by-city research on municipal 

codes and informational websites. The second approach was executed via 

contacting city employees who deal with urban agriculture issues to gain a better, 

more in depth, understanding of the realities in their cities.  The majority of 

exchanges with individuals were through email conversations, though some 

phone interviews were conducted. 

Cities Sampled 

Our research focused on five cities across the United States and Canada 

that had readily available information on urban agriculture and represented a 

variance of demographics, land-size, or regional and/or state environments. See 

Appendix C for a complete policy comparison chart. The cities are: 

• Louisville, Kentucky: Located in the central and southern United States 

is a city of about 750,000 people and a land-size of 380 square miles.37 

The city was consolidated with the surrounding county in recent years 

and therefore has a larger land-size than most cities.  

• New York, New York: The largest city in the United States boasts a 

population of about 8.2 million people over 302 square miles.38 Due to 

the population density of around 27,000 people per square mile, New 

York City has dealt with some very specific urban agriculture 

challenges in comparison to other cities. 

                                            
37

 Louisville/Jefferson County, KY Quickfacts. The Census Bureau of the United States of America. 
Retrieved from http://quickfacts.census.gov/qfd/states/21/21111.html on April 3, 2013 
38

 New York City, NY Quickfacts. The Census Bureau of the United States of America. Retrieved from 
http://quickfacts.census.gov/qfd/states/36/3651000.html on April 3, 2013 
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• Portland, Oregon: Located on the Northwest coast of the United 

States, this city has a population of about 593,000 over an area of 133 

square miles.39 Portland has been a progressive city for food, and their 

policies have followed the community sentiment. 

• San Francisco, California: Located on the Southwest coast of the 

United States, is a city with a population of about 813,000 over a land-

area of 47 square miles.40 Even with the dense population 

concentration in San Francisco, there is a thriving urban agriculture 

movement. 

• Vancouver, British Columbia, Canada: This city sits across the 

international border from Seattle, Washington on the Southwest corner 

and coast of Canada. The population is roughly 600,000 people over 

44 square miles.41 They also deal with high population density, but 

have developed an urban agricultural community that sets an example 

for North America 

Policy Areas 

 In working with Homegrown Minneapolis, we identified a few policy areas 

that they identified as being pertinent to current urban farming practices. These 

areas were direct sales from farm plots (farm gate sales), potential property tax 

incentives/penalties for urban farmers, animal commercialization (specifically 

small fowl and bees), and potential water access discounts for farmers. Practices 

in these areas seemed to vary greatly city to city, and we found little to no 

coordination within regions either. As was discussed previously, policies vary 

greatly across jurisdictions and are often products of local efforts more than 

subscription to standards or national best practices.  Figure 5 summarizes the 

main findings of the city-based research.  

                                            
39

 Portland, OR Quickfacts. The Census Bureau of the United States of America. Retrieved from 
http://quickfacts.census.gov/qfd/states/41/4159000.html on April 2, 2013 
40

 San Francisco, CA Quickfacts. The Census Bureau of the United States of America. Retrieved 
from http://quickfacts.census.gov/qfd/states/06/0667000.html on April 2, 2013 
41

 “Geographical Facts about Vancouver.” City of Vancouver, Canada; 7/25/12. Retrieved from 
http://vancouver.ca/green-vancouver/geography.aspx on April 2, 2013 
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Figure 5: Urban Agriculture Policy Areas 

 

City 

Farm 

Gate 

Sales 

Allowed 

Number of 

Days per 

year 

Property 

Tax 

Incentives 

Chickens 

Allowed 

Sell 

Byproducts 

Bees 

Allowed 

Sell 

Byproducts 
Other Animals 

Reduced 

Price for 

Water 

Access 

Louisville Yes unrestricted No yes yes yes yes 

ducks, turkeys, 

domestic fowl, 

goats, and 

sheep. 

No 

Minneapolis  yes 15 No yes no yes yes 
Rabbits,  turkeys, 

ducks, pigeons, 
No 

New York NA NA No Yes unknown Bees unknown 
rabbits, parrots, 

small turtles 
No 

Portland Yes 70 days  No Yes yes Yes Yes 

Ducks, Pygmy 

Goats, Mini-pigs, 

rabbits, turkeys, 

geese, doves, 

pigeons, 

peacocks, cows, 

horses, burros, 

sheep, emus, 

ostriches and 

llamas 

No 

San 

Francisco 
yes unrestricted No  Yes Possibly Yes Yes 

Egg-laying birds, 

Mini-Goats 

Not Legal, 

See notes 

for specific 

reductions 

Vancouver,  

Canada 
No NA Unknown Yes No Yes Possibly Unknown Unknown 
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Farm Gate Sales 

 For some communities there is an advantage for farmers to be able to sell 
directly off the land they grow on. There are many terms for this type of direct 
farm sales, for example “market days” but we will use the term farm gate sales. 
Farm gate sales can be a helpful tool for urban farmers because it can help 
decrease sales competition that can be found in local farmers markets as well as 
help develop bonds between the farm and the immediate neighborhood.    
 In Minneapolis, farm gate sales are very limited and require a lot of 
planning on the part of the farmers, and are therefore not currently a popular 
option for more farmers. Each location or farm is allowed 15 days of farm gate 
sales days a calendar year. This limitation becomes more constricting when the 
permitting process is accounted for. A permit must be obtained from the city that 
includes the intended days of sales for the entire year and the hours of 
operation.42 If one or more of a farmer!s dates are cancelled due to bad weather, 
alternative rain dates are provided by the city. These stringent permit parameters 
may have lead to the lack of enthusiasm for farm gate sales in Minneapolis, and 
are greatly restricted in contrast to our sample cities. 

 All of our sample cities, with the exception of Vancouver, allow for direct 
sales from farm properties.43 The requirement for permits and the limitation of 
days are also much more relaxed in these cities than Minneapolis. Of the cities 
that allow farm gate sales, only Portland limits the number of days a farm can sell 
its goods and this limitation pertains to all sales in a year, including farmers 
markets. Even as there is a limitation in Portland, it is much larger than 
Minneapolis at 70 days a year.  All other cities in our research allow for farm gate 
sales and do not restrict the number of days a year a farmer can sell. As far as 
can be determined, these cities also do not require specific permits for farm gate 
sales but these sales may fall under more general food sales permits. 

                                            
42 Minneapolis Code of Ordinances; Title 20, Chapter 535.360, Section 2.8 
43 New York, as far as can be determined, allows farm gate sales, but because of the physical 
limitations within the city direct sales occur to restaurants and/or individual buyers. 
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Property Tax Incentives 

 Operators of urban farms are most often subject to the same property 

taxation rates that a family or business on the property would be. This can be a 

huge drain on financial resources for farms as they are already operating at low 

profits margins. Not one city in our sample, including Minneapolis, has any 

current property tax incentives for urban farmers. This may change for San 

Francisco in the near future as there is some legislation in the state legislature 

that would give tax incentives for urban agriculturalist, as of mid-march 2013 this 

legislation had not been adopted.44 

Animal Commercialization!

 Some urban farmers do not grow crops but are in the business of raising 

animals, similar to how rural farmers may raise livestock instead or in addition to 

traditional crops. The addition of animals to a farm operation in an urban area, 

however, does raise issues unique to a highly populated area. In recent years, 

many cities have begun to change laws and codes to allow smaller animals to be 

kept for personal use within the city. The number and types of animals are often 

very limited and there are strict rules that govern the ownership and use of these 

animals. Where the interest in animal ownership lies for urban farmers is in the 

ability to commercialize animal byproducts, again similar to urban farm practices. 

For example, being able to not only own chickens, but sell their eggs. 

 The has been some expansion of animal ownership code in the city of 

Minneapolis, though the language falls short of allowing full commercialization of 

all allowed animals.  Currently, bees are allowed to be owned, kept, and their 

byproducts commercialized in the city.45 There are a number of guiding rules that 

dictate how bee apiaries can be kept, though they do not seem to be constrictive 

enough to deter ownership. Chickens and other small foul (such as turkeys, 

ducks, and pigeons) can be owned, though their byproducts can be utilized for 
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 Hui, Mei Ling. (March 18
, 
2013) Email Correspondence. 

45
 “What!s the Buzz? Raising Bees in the City of Minneapolis.” Homegrown Minneapolis; April, 2013. 

Retrieved from 

http://www.minneapolismn.gov/www/groups/public/@citycoordinator/documents/webcontent/wcms1p-

099320.pdf  April 14, 2013 
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personal use only.46 It doesn!t seem like any of the guiding rules about small 

animal ownership have widely deterred ownership in the city, though Homegrown 

Minneapolis has advocated for the expansion of animal commercialization 

beyond bees in the city. 

 The codes and laws in the cities we sampled offered a variety of different 

variations of legal animal ownership and commercialization policies. For the most 

part cities are allowing citizens to own and operate bee apiaries as well as small 

fowl, with a limitation on the number of birds allowed.  Most often 3-4 chickens 

are allowed per property, but roosters are not allowed. Only Louisville and 

Portland allow for the commercialization of chickens and other small fowl!s 

byproducts.  San Francisco and New York may also allow these types of sales, 

though codes were unclear and those officials that were contacted did not know 

for certain. Vancouver, like Minneapolis, does not allow for the sale of any animal 

byproducts, as far as can be determined.  As for what animals are allowed to be 

owned within city limits, this varies widely by jurisdiction. For a full-list please see 

the table above. One thing that all city policies are the same on is that 

slaughtering of any animals, for personal or commercial use, is not permitted 

outside businesses that are licensed to do so. 

Water Access Subsidization  

 Water access for urban farmers can be another substantial cost barrier for 

farm start-up and even survival. Often land that is usable for urban agriculture 

does not have ready access to water and therefore it has to be installed or the 

water has to be sourced from somewhere else. One potential solution to this 

issue would be for cities, which often run water utilities, to discount or subsidize 

either the water being used itself or the installation of water meters on agricultural 

properties.  Again, these types of policies are highly localized and often depend 

on the city in question. 

                                            
46

 “Don!t Run A Fowl of the Regulations: Raising Fowl and Small Animals in Minneapolis.” Homegrown 

Minneapolis, July 2012. Retrieved from 

http://www.minneapolismn.gov/www/groups/public/@citycoordinator/documents/webcontent/wcms1p-

099323.pdf  on April 10, 2013 
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 Water access subsidization has not seen much headway for urban 

farmers, as there are no current policies or programs for farm properties in 

Minneapolis.  The city does allow for community gardens to access fire hydrants 

for their water needs, though this program has not been extended to commercial 

farming operations.47  

 In the majority of our sample cities there are no current policies or 

programs that offer some water cost relief to urban farmers. However, Louisville 

allows for a special price for recycled, untreated water to be used for irrigation. In 

addition, San Francisco has multiple programs that allow for some cost mitigation 

for urban farmers, one of which is similar to the Louisville irrigation program. The 

local utility also has a fee waiver for water meter installations for urban farmers, 

which brings with it a savings of $8,000-10,000.48 For long-term cost mitigation 

water customers are allowed to volunteer to be the first to have water shut off in a 

supply emergency. It is not surprising that the city in California would have the 

most progressive water policies, though they can also act as examples to cities 

not necessarily dealing with water crisis at the same level.  

 

Recommendations 

Given their inherent interest in achieving a healthy, high quality of life for 

all of its citizens, it is wise for the City of Minneapolis and Homegrown to continue 

to improve upon its already progressive urban agriculture policies. Citizen interest 

in sustainable food and healthy lifestyles supports the creation of robust 

initiatives for growing and distributing local food. As mentioned earlier, 

Minneapolis is already ahead of many urban municipalities in supporting 

agricultural industries within its boundaries. However, with the bulk of its policies 

just one-year-old, there is plenty of room for improvement and growth.  

                                            
47

 Hydrant Garden Permit for Community Gardens. Homegrown Minneapolis. Retrieved from 
http://www.minneapolismn.gov/sustainability/homegrown/dhfs_gardeners on March 27, 2013 
48

 Starting a Garden or Urban Farm in San Francisco. San Francisco Urban Agriculture Alliance, Novermber 
2011.Retrieved from http://sfwater.org/modules/showdocument.aspx?documentid=1907  on March 27, 2013 
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 We!ve identified three key areas, water, land access, and a lack of a 

cohesive direction for food and agricultural policy, where Minneapolis can make 

marked improvement with policy changes.  

Challenge: Accessible, Affordable Water!

Clearly, water access can make the difference between a healthy crop and 

a diseased one. While urban farmers in Minneapolis showed they were currently 

finding water, often through leasing water access from a landowner, they 

consistently cited water affordability and ease of access as one of their top 

priorities to help them maintain an economically viable business venture.  

Solutions: 

Provide Hydrant Access: Providing authority for Gardening Matters to 

approve water access through fire hydrants for urban farms will give commercial 

operations the same consideration as community gardens. Currently Gardening 

Matters, through Minneapolis Water Works, provides registered community 

gardens permits and locks to access the nearest fire hydrant. Gardens are 

charged a $25 permit fee, and $75 prepaid water usage fee, and billable water at 

$3.20/cubic foot. By offering the same system and rates to urban farmers, the city 

will recognize that commercial farmers offer benefits to the community in the 

same way that community gardens do. 

Reduced Costs for Spigot Installation: While most urban farmers 

currently don!t have long-term or permanent access to land, those that do may 

wish to invest in installing a spigot directly from the city water mains. This is a 

costly investment for a farmer to undertake, but one that may pay off in the long 

term for farmers who work a plot of land for several years. Registered community 

gardens are able to access matching grants of up to $2,000, but no such financial 

relief exists for urban farms. The City of Minneapolis could offering reduced 

installation rates for farms in a similar manner through Gardening Matters, to 

farms that can prove their potential business plans, past performance on other 

plots, and payback to the immediate community.  San Francisco has a similar 
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program that provides grants through the city utility to pay for the installation of 

water meters, though the farm is responsible for paying for the water after the 

installation. 

Incentives for Water Conservation: The City of Minneapolis may 

consider providing incentives to urban farmers and community gardens to be 

efficient with their water. Agricultural uses of water are already substantially more 

efficient uses of water than lawn maintenance or household water usage. Urban 

farms are able to adapt water conservation tools like soaker hoses, rain barrels, 

and other water collection and reuse. In addition, the Minneapolis should 

consider infrastructure that would allow water accessed for outdoor and irrigation 

purposes to come from recycled water sources and forego costly treatment that 

is unnecessary for irrigation.  As was mentioned, some cities have varying 

programs for water conservation programs. Louisville has an irrigation rate for 

water usage, and San Francisco allow for farms to volunteer to be the first to 

loose water access in an emergency which translates into a discount. 

Challenge: Long-Term Access to Land 

Even though farmland prices in Minnesota have nearly tripled, since 2002, 

land prices in a rural setting is far more competitive than land within the city. In 

2012, the average acre of farmland was valued at about $4,000, while a vacant 

city lot in Minneapolis may start at 4-5 times that. The high price of land, coupled 

with high property taxes make owning farm plots in Minneapolis nearly 

impossible right now.  

 This remains the number one issue for most farmers, however. Long-term 

access to land is essential for a farm to increase production, cultivate more 

complex produce, and take advantage of long-term planting plans.  

Solutions:  

Lease city-owned land to farmers: The City owns a good deal of 

available land that could be made available to both community gardens and 

urban farms with long-term leases. The neighboring city of St. Paul offers land 
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leases at a rate of $1 per year, making it an affordable option to farmers and 

utilizing otherwise unused land. Multi-year leases should be made available to 

farmers, with up to 10-years to provide farmers with the long-term stability 

necessary.  

Support the Multi-City Twin Cities Agricultural Land Trust (TCALT): 

Established just last year, TCALT is set up for the sole purpose of securing land 

throughout Minneapolis and St Paul for farmers and community gardeners. The 

city of Minneapolis should continue to provide financial resources, informational 

resources, and support to TCALT as it is identifying and obtaining land. 

Make Public Land Available: Through Homegrown Minneapolis, identify 

ways that farms can take advantage of little-used areas of publicly owned land 

and parks. Currently, community gardens and farms are not allowed to operate 

on publicly owned land and parks unless for demonstrational purposes, such as 

bees hive education classes.  

Identify Potential Production Sites: Homegrown Minneapolis can aid 

farmers identifying potential production sites by completing an evaluative 

inventory of vacant property. The City of Minneapolis currently publishes a list of 

vacant and unused land. Homegrown Minneapolis or Gardening Matters, with 

their knowledge of food production requirements could qualify the annual list with 

ratings of acceptability of land for crops. In addition, Homegrown can work with 

city, county, and state land owners in negotiations with farmers to produce on 

their land, such as around state-owned buildings, or along the Midtown 

Greenway.  

Challenge: Lack of Focused Direction for Future Urban Agriculture 

Policy 

 A year after a large portion of policy changes were adopted in Minneapolis, 

there is room for yet more improvement. As the data shows, there are many 

initiatives the city can take on to improve the urban agriculture experience in the 

city.  These initiatives range from program creation, partnership development, 
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and cross-departmental cooperation all in an effort to advance a more 

sympathetic regulation environment for urban agriculture. These initiatives cannot 

happen independent of each other, and instead call for a directed effort in order 

to be as effective as possible. 

Solution: 

Create a long-term citywide food strategy plan: A food strategy, which 

is essentially to a long-term strategy for food and food-related policy in 

Minneapolis, is the best way to organize and execute the effort to develop a 

better regulation environment for urban agriculture. The parameters as to what a 

food strategy would look like are very much up to the groups, including the 

Minneapolis Food Council, who are working on developing it. There are many 

examples of food strategies and city agriculture policy plans across the country, 

and they may be helpful to reference in Minneapolis! effort to develop a plan.49 

Vancouver, Canada is one city that has developed a more in depth food strategy 

than most jurisdictions. It would be a prime example of how to research, develop, 

and execute a food strategy that meets the needs of stakeholders.50 Below are 

some common tenets to consider in the development of a plan: 

1. Identify Community needs, immediate and long-term 

a. These needs can range from needed changes in urban 

farmer code to implementing a sustainable food cycle in the 

city.  

2. Develop citywide goals that can be achieved through the adoption 

of improved policies and practices, and anchor them to time frames. 

3. Develop policy language for major policy areas 

4. Develop timelines and tentative deadlines for policy changes, 

beginning with the short-term and moving into the future. 
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 San Francisco Food Policy Council. San Francisco Health and Sustainable Food Policy. 

Retrieved from http://www.sfgov3.org/index.aspx?page=754 on March 27, 2013. 
50

 Vancouver Food Policy Council. Vancouver Food Strategy  2013 Retrieved from  

http://vancouver.ca/people-programs/vancouvers-food-strategy.aspx on March 26, 2013 
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5. After adopting the food strategy, create opportunities for review and 

re-thinking at intervals of time. 

The main goal for a food strategy would be working to meet community needs 

while still fulfilling the goals and objectives of the city. Every city that has 

developed similar plans has tailored its initiatives to the local needs, which is 

highly important for Minneapolis.  There are a few policies that the data has 

identified as possible areas of consideration for Minneapolis: 

• Creation of a registration process for farmers will assist city 

officials, Homegrown Minneapolis, and the Food Council in 

identifying those that are practicing commercial agriculture in the 

city. An easy, free registration process with as little burden on the 

farmers as possible will capture key information such as: where and 

how much land, production yields, and full-time-equivalent 

employees, information which is essential for future policy planning.  

• Create policies that simplify farmers! efforts across jurisdictions by 

integrating city urban agriculture policy into a metro-wide plan. 

Working with the Met Council to identify key objectives across the 

entire Twin Cities metro and how jurisdictions can work together 

can simply policy creation for Minneapolis will easing the burden of 

farmers working in Minneapolis as well as St. Paul and other 

municipalities within the metro area.  

• Assist farms by having Homegrown Minneapolis serve as a 

business resource, connecting farm owners with the business skills 

they will need to succeed. 

 

Given the importance of community support for urban agriculture in the success 

of the movement, it would be best to work on developing a long-term strategy as 

soon as possible in order to guarantee success for the city and long-term viability 

of the Minneapolis urban agriculture community.  Developing a food strategy may 
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also help ensure the future of the urban agriculture movement beyond the current 

administration, which also requires development in the near future to ensure the 

continuation of efforts to advance and maintain a sustainable local food system. 

 

Conclusion 

 As the city of Minneapolis considers its options for meeting the growing 

demand for support of urban farming, and urban agriculture in general, it has a lot 

of different policies and strategies to consider. In many policy areas Minneapolis 

has been very mindful in creating innovative practices that meet the needs of the 

city as a whole and this trend should continue in the effort to build the capacity of 

urban farming.  Steps have already been taken to improve the regulatory 

environment that urban farmers function in, and they have been effective, but 

they do not go far enough to support the growing movement.   

As the data from surveys as well as other cities has made clear, there is a 

need for more basic policies to bolster the most fundamental practices of urban 

farming.  These solutions, however, can be molded to the needs of the city as 

well as the farmers as many innovative policy options have been implemented 

across the country.  The main concerns for farmers (land access, water access, 

etc.) may require non-traditional municipal policy on the part of the city, though 

solutions may be developed with the help of the farming community.  

Another, yet not divergent, issue the data points to is the need for a 

support system for urban farmers from the city and community through varying 

programs and initiatives.  As farmers are able to exist in a more hospitable policy 

environment, there will be the ever-increasing need for support through 

organizations and community. Just as basic needs ought to be met, there comes 

a secondary need for farmers such as markets to sell produce at and alternative 

growing options to extend Minnesota!s short growing season.   

Moving forward into the future of urban farming and the more broad urban 

agriculture for Minneapolis may be an effort that requires a lot of thought and 
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time, but it would be a worthwhile one. Many cities have seen the benefits of 

introducing more local food and food production into their communities. 

Minneapolis has already seen a boom in its local farmers markets and local 

dining options, all of which can be supplemented by a better-supported urban 

farming community.  It will be important that Minneapolis brings all stakeholders 

to the table to create the best outcomes possible.  The challenges of forging into 

new and complex policy arenas are many, but the rewards are also abundant if 

the process is executed correctly. 
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Appendix A – Survey and Interview Methodologies 

The following survey was distributed online via Homegrown Minneapolis! 

contacts within the urban farming community. We used a convenience sample, 

theorizing that the best way to get completed surveys back was to use the 

contacts Homegrown Minneapolis had already developed with urban farmers. We 

received 11 responses. The bulk of the survey had previously been created by 

Homegrown Minneapolis and the Twin Cities Agricultural Land Trust to gain a 

picture of the broader Twin Cities region. In order to give Homegrown 

Minneapolis data they could compare to surveys from outside of Minneapolis, we 

chose to use the same survey questions and format. In the future, developing a 

multiple-choice component of the survey may be beneficial in order to get higher 

response rates. 

 

In part because of our low response rates and in order to gain clearer pictures of 

urban farming for marginalized communities we conducted four in-depth 

interviews. Interviewees were selected from a list of local farms and farm 

advocacy groups. As the survey consists of open-ended answer questions, it was 

used to guide our interviews as well.  

 

 

Twin Cities Agricultural Land Trust (TCALT) and Homegrown 

Minneapolis Survey 
Twin Cities Agricultural Land Trust (TCALT) is an organization working to achieve 

stable, long-term access to land in the Twin Cities area for growing and 

distributing food within the community-based food system.  Originally known as 

the Land Access Working Group, we have been working since 2009 to identify 

strategies for achieving land permanency for farmers and gardeners.   

 

Homegrown Minneapolis is a citywide initiative expanding our community's ability 

to grow, process, distribute, eat and compost more healthy, sustainable, locally 

grown foods.  Under the leadership of Mayor R.T. Rybak, the Minneapolis 

Department of Health and Family Support a, and the Minneapolis Sustainability 

Office, Homegrown Minneapolis is bringing together key partners from local 

government, area businesses, community organizations, non-profits, and 

residents to build a healthy, local food system. 

 

As TCALT moves towards acquiring, leasing, and managing land and 

Homegrown MPLS continues its work in expanding local food systems, we are 

eager to learn of the current food-growing land uses happening in the metro area.  

Responding to this survey will greatly aid us in developing an equitable and 

effective system for long-term land access and food availability. 

 

Age: 
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Gender: 

 

Race/Ethnicity: 

 

Farm experience/training 

Please describe your current and previous farming experience and/or training 

 

Approximate farm/garden acreage 

The approximate acreage of your current farm/garden 

 

Types of Crops 

What crops do you grow? 

 

Business structure 

How is your farm/garden organization structured? Are you a non-profit, for-profit, 

cooperative, etc? 

 

Growing Practices 

Do you use raised beds, aquaculture, in-ground production? 

 

Employment 

How many FTE and part-time employees on the farm?  Is job training or youth 

programs a part of the operation?  How many volunteers/participants? 

 

Production Goals 

e.g. farming business, community involvement, personal food self-sufficiency 

 

Economic Multipliers 

Value of payroll, money spent on supplies, land rent, compost, etc. 

 

Land Payment and Contracts 

State amount of rent/tax paid, length/terms of lease agreement, how land was 

first acquired or if you own some of your land. 

 

What source of water do you use? 

 

Water Costs on a yearly basis? 

 

Additional Water Information 

Do you use water catchments or other water-efficiency measures? If yes, please 

describe. 

 

Production 
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Total output from the farm, gross sales, approximate value of any products 

donated to the local community or to food shelves. 

 

Do you offer a CSA program? 

 

If yes, how many CSA customers do you have? 

 

Do you provide food for restaurants or farmers markets? 

 

If possible, please provide the names of restaurants/farmers markets for 

whom you produce food 

 

Do you have any other markets/customers that don't fall into the previous 

categories? 

 

What value-added products would you like to add to your farming 

operation? 

e.g. fruit trees, broilers, salsa 

 

If you use compost, how many cubic yards of compost do you use each 

year? 

 

Do you have access to enough affordable compost? 

 

Do you manage soil fertility with any additional inputs/managements?  

If yes, please describe. 

 

What types of services/infrastructure are provided  (if any) with use of 

site? 

 

Do you pay for these services? 

If yes, how much? 

 

What structural improvements would create the biggest changes for your 

operation? 

 

What are the top things that would likely prevent you from farming in the 

future? 

 

Please name the top 2 or 3 policy barriers to urban farming or expanding 

urban farming in the Twin Cities. 

What rules and policies prevent you from operating or expanding your 

farm/garden most effectively? 
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What services would you like provided from an organization like TCALT? 

 

What services would you like provided from an organization like 

Homegrown Minneapolis? 

 

Thank you for your time and contribution to the Twin Cities community-based 

food system. 

 

To sign up for updates from Homegrown Minneapolis, follow this link. 

https://public.govdelivery.com/accounts/MPLS/subscriber/new?topic_id=MPLS_1

71 

 

If you have any questions about this survey, TCALT and/or Homegrown 

Minneapolis, please contact tcaglandtrust@gmail.com or 

jane.shey@minneaplismn.gov
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Appendix B – Survey Responses 

Age Gender Race/Ethnicity Farm experience/training 

28 male white Urban farming 

24 Female Caucasian 
3 years as a community gardener, 3 years teaching youth programs focused on food and farming.  no 

formal training 

27 Male White/Caucasian 

I grew up on a Christmas Tree and Blueberry farm, that also produced a small amount of vegetables.  

I did not receive a lot of formal training in farming growing up, just picking up on things here an there. 

 

Most of my farming knowledge is self-taught or has been learned from working alongside my peers in 

starting up an urban farm.  I also went through PRI's Urban Farming Certification Program. 

29 Female White 

I've taken the LSP Farm Beginnings Program (in 2012) and I'm in the Permaculture Research 

Institute's Urban Farming Certification Program. Production wise, I have much more experience doing 

landscaping work. I had unsuccessfully found access to growing spaces at community gardens for a 

number of years while I lived in Uptown. Me and my farming partner have also attended a number of 

conferences like MOSES and the Wisconsin Farmers Union CSA Conference. 

74 f w 

Currently community gardening and keeping bees. Extension Master Gardener. Subsistence farmer in 

Z 3 for many years, growing and storing fruit and vegetables via canning and root-cellaring, raising 

and butchering beef, pigs, chickens (meat and eggs), keeping bees, hunting and gathering. 

32 female caucasian Grew up in a family of market gardeners 

26 Male White 

BS Agricultural Ecology @ UMN.  

Volunteer/Internship work on several farms. 

Neighborhood Development Center Micro - Entrepeneur Program 

62 M Euro 

I have raised much of my own food since 1982. 

Currently, I participate in a neighborhood garden and an urban farm.  Teaching others about plants as 

well as food preservation is a great joy to me. 

52 female white Urban farming certificate program 2012.  years of gardening and producing food. 

43 female white 
I am self-taught and care for my homestead (without animals for food though). My partner has more 

experience - she has previously managed a CSA. 

60 male African American A member of a farm family and have launched a sustainable food project. 
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Approximate 

farm/garden 

acreage 

Types of crops Business structure 

3600 sq ft vegetables For profit 

10 acres greens, nightshades, herbs non-profit 

2 

Most annual vegetables that 

can be grown in our climate, 

with a focus on salad greens, 

beets, carrots, and heirloom 

tomatoes 

We are registered with the State of Minnesota as a Limited Liability Partnership.  

There are 6 partners who are equal owners in the business, collectively sharing 

profits and making decisions. 

Prob around 1/8th of 

an acre...currently but 

we are in the search 

for more land. 

Vegetables, cut flowers, and 

herbs. 

We are a for-profit CSA urban farm. We plan on exploring cooperative 

possibilities next year... 

10X20 ft, plus 

containers 
annual and perennial veggies 

Allotment community garden with common orchard and approx. 500 sq. ft 

dedicated to community tended food shelf. 

less than .25 berries, herbs, tomatoes, melon 
 

Indoors <1acre Mushrooms LLC, For Profit 

About three-quarters 

of an acre. 

Collard greens, kale, tomatoes, 

winter squash, carrots, and 

beets. 

Each one has a different structure.  None are incorporated in a particular way. 

1/4 acre 
fruit trees, vegetables, flowers, 

grapes, shrubs, 
working out business plan, now just sharing food that is grown 

0.5 variety of veggie cooperative 

3-4 acres variety Right now through the faith community 
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Growing Practices Employment 

In ground 0 

raised beds, in-ground, greenhouse, hoop house 
8 FTE, 6 part-time, 35 youth employees, 600 youth participants, 100 
adult volunteers 

In ground production, with heavy application of compost and 
moderate application of organic fertilizers.  Using natural methods 
with no artificial or synthetic pesticides, herbicides, or fertilizers. 

We have 6 partners, 4 of which work full time and 2 part time.  This 
year we will be hosting two youth STEP UP interns from the City of 
Minneapolis youth job training program.  We also have 3 part time 
'work share' CSA members and between 5-10 regular volunteers 

We plan on using some raised mounds, with cover cropping in 
clover in our pathways. We will use an in-line drip irrigation system 
at our sites. We buy organic as much as we can (seed, seed 
starting mixture, compost, etc). We are starting our seeds in a 
basement system. 

Maybe 1 FTE on the farm (my partner and I). We do not have a youth 
program or a job training. We plan on requiring 1-2 work days for our 
members, and will create a volunteer program as well (we don't know 
how many. We plan on having one work trade member. 

In ground (each plot holder has their own "style") 

All voluntary, individual plot holders pay $ 20 for their 10X20  -  50 
existing plots. 
Demonstrations to students and student workers on a request basis. 
A few people with special skills, i.e.  Extension Master Gardener, lead 
composter, lead beekeeper etc. will give voluntary short demos. 

Raised beds 0 paid employees 

We grow mushrooms in bags of substrate made from byproducts. 
The mushrooms are cultivated on shelves, in controlled 
environments. 

We have 2 volunteers at present. 

Raised beds--lasagna style. 
On one operation, there is training of kids by Youth Farm and Garden 
Project.  Probably ten volunteers. 
On another project the total number of volunteers is about twenty. 

raised beds and in-ground,  lots of vertical growing 
4 hours a week of help.   
I work 10-15 per week 

We will use a variety of methods as needed including raised beds, 
in-ground production, verticle and square-foot gardening, 
permaculture, cold frame, greenhouse (small shed), and more. 

We are a start-up. 2, maybe 4, part-time adults, kids will visit from a 
summer program 

Mostly in-ground production but this year also raised bed. up to 10 volunteers last season 1 paid employee. 
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Production Goals Economic Multiplier 

Business 0 

youth development and engagement $3,000/year on supplies (seeds, compost, tools, ect.) 

Operating a sustainable farming business, ecological resiliency 
and health, personal food self-sufficiency for all partners. 

Wages paid to partners, quantity of produce grown, sold, & donated, 
amount of land in cultivation 

This is meant to be a business. We plan to move rural eventually, 
but this allows to start the three years of books that a Farm loan 
from the (FSA) requires and get experience production, 
marketing, and financially. We are interested in sustainability, 
involving community in the process, and being personally food 
self-sufficient in the future. (Our long term goal is to start/be part 
of an eco-village down the road. 

We haven't invested fully in everything yet (its our first year), but we 
have spent around $300 in seeds (Johnnys and High Mowing Seeds)  
$130 in seed starting mix (bought in Saint Paul and manufacture in WI)  
$150 in lights (craigslist person and Home Depot) 
$2000+ in Education through local non-profit orgs and conferences. 

community involvement, personal learning 

hard to put a value on costs, although the garden has received a number 
of grants for infrastructure.  Garden dues pay for tools, mower gas, water 
(garden water is metered), etc. Value of veggies grown and donated... 
estimate in the low 1000s of dollars. County donates compost and wood 
chips.community gardeners mowing, etc.  No money charged for rent. 

Personal , potential for small scale business 
 

Our goal is to produce a large quantity and variety of gourmet and 
exotic culinary mushrooms for sale to the Twin Cities market. 

Still building... 

Community involvement, teaching neighbors about food self-
sufficiency.  Practicing persoanl food self-sufficiency. 

Unknown. 

future market garden, personal self-sufficiency spend $ on compost and some help 

All of the above :-) 

We plan to grow small and learn best practices along the way. Right now 
we both have full time jobs so money isn't the immediate motivator. More 
importantly, we want to connect with community and establish our 
business for mutual benefit. Perhaps that will be monetary, but we are 
also open to other compensation. This first year our goal is to sell 10 to 
15, 10-week-shares for $300 each. We may extend our shares, add 
value added products, and sell to restaurants, as we have surplus 
product and time, and opportunity. 

community involvement, sustainable business and food self-
sufficiency. 

cost of the land, farming and urban ag. supplies, compost. 
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Land payment and contracts What source of water do you use? Water costs 

0 city 250 

  city hydrants, private residents 240 

Lease or borrow all land. We have about 12 parcels in 
total.  Rent is paid on 2 parcels, one at $700/yr, the 
other $300/year.  Most lease terms are year-to-year, 
about 3 agreements offer permanency of 3+ years. 
Most land was acquired by reaching out to private 
vacant land owners or businesses, in some cases land 
owners contact us. 

Outdoor spigots of neighbors, occasionally City hydrants 3000 

We will be renting from a land owner...we won't be 
paying rent, but will be paying some vegetable our lease 
will be for one year with the possibility of extension. We 
are looking for more plots and hope for 2-3 year leases. 

Spigot ? 

Land belongs to St. Paul Public Works, renewable lease. City $ 300 - $800. 

  municiple   

We rent a warehouse, with a 2-3 year lease (have not 
yet signed). Looking at approximately $1000/year. 

City Water from indoor plumbing TBD 

One project, I own the the land.  Another is owned by a 
neighbor.  The third one is owned by a local church. 

For #1, mostly rainwater catchment, a little from the faucet.  
For #2, a neighbor's faucet.  For #3, water pprovided by the 
church. 

Unknown 

own my land city, hose not sure 

We both own our land (home backyards and front). We 
may expand in the future to the country where we would 
rent 2 acres for $1000 for the growing season - a has 
been relationship established but we are still working out 
the details. 

home unknown 

Farm land as family member is shared.  In the city some 
donated by church and other agreed upon contract. 

well water and city water. ? 
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Additional Water information Production CSA 

How many CSA 

customers do 

you have? 

Do you provide food 

for restaurants or 

farmers markets? 

None   No   Yes 

  
almost 10,000 lbs, most of which was used in 
youth programs or donated to community 
organizations 

Yes 25 Yes 

Watering is done through 
sprinkler or drip irrigation 
systems, sometimes using 
timers 

30,000 lbs of food, $70,500 in sales (37K to 
farmers markets, 27K to CSA, 6,500 to 
restaurants), 2,000 lbs donated to food shelves 

Yes 
43 full shares, 33 
half shares 

Yes 

We have some access to rain 
barrels, but not large ones so 
we really can't depend on them. 

We plan on growing enough food to supply 10 
shares...we can give you more information on 
gross sales from direct marketing, restaurants, 
and CSA's next winter. 

Yes 5 Yes 

No 
NA, donated to food shelf ...several hundred 
dollars/yr (low estimate) 

No   No 

Rainbarrels for watering non-
edibles 

  No   No 

No, but these practices aren't 
exactly applicable to our 
operation. 

Last year we sold roughtly $1000 of produce. 
This year we are hoping to reach $50,000-
$100,000. 

No   Yes 

Watr catchment and deep 
mulching. 

Unknown No   No 

use some rainwater for grass 
and flowers, not vegetables,  
not much 

donated $200 to Land Stewardship Project,  gave 
goods over $300 away. 

No   No 

rain barrel, drip irrigation, mini-
swales/rain gardens, lots of 
organic matter in the soil, 
mulch, companion planting, and 
more as we learn. 

unknown Yes 10 is the goal Yes 

? At this point not comfortable providing info. Yes at peak 30. Yes 
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If possible, please provide the 

names of restaurants/farmers 

markets for whom you produce 

food 

Do you have any 

other 

markets/customers? 

What value added products would 

you like to add to your farming 

operation? 

If you use compost, how many 

cubic yards of compost do you use 

each year 

      10 

    fruit trees 70 

Mill City Farmers Market, Linden 

Hills Farmers Market, Tilia, St. 

Paul Cheese Shop, France 44 

Cheese Shop, Grey House, Ngon 

Vietnamese Bistro, Foxy Falafel, 

Crema Cafe. 

Sales to neighbors of 

the farm (on-site sales) 

Tomato Sauce, Ketchup, Various pickles, 

hot sauce. 
250 

We plan on selling some produce 

to the Birchwood. 

We will set up an on-

site stand and sell 

directly via it. 

Salsa, cut flowers, crafted products, etc. Can't answer this yet. 

  NA NA 100 

    Fruit trees   

West Broadway Farmer's Market No 
Dried Mushrooms, compost, mushroom 

kits, mushroom spawn. 
Input: 150 yards Output: TBD 

  
Neighbors are invited to 

come pick the produce. 
Fruit trees. 

About 2 yards from my compost bin 

for #1. About 10 yards from the city 

and on-site compost bin for #2. About 

20 yards from a commercial source 

for #3. 

  Give to neighbors pesto, jams, eggs,  vinegars, '2-4 

...in process, no 

agreements/contracts, have been 

established. 

We want to be able to 

take EPT. 

Lots of ideas here, but no plans for the 

immediate future. Longterm thoughts - 

dried bean soup, tea, eggs, fish (from 

Lake Superior), maple syrup (from WI), 

winter storage share (squash, beets, 

carrots, potatoes, onions), apples, 

flowers, and more. 

unknown 

Global market, working to develop 

a market in south Minneapolis and 

markets in Greater Minnesota. 

N/A more herbs.   
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Do you have access to 

enough affordable 

compost? 

Do you manage soil fertility with any 

additional inputs/managements? 

What types of 

services/infrastructure are provided  

(if any) with use of site? 

Do you pay for 

these services? 

Yes Dead fish     

no no     

Yes, although we would 

eventually like to source 

100% from within the City 

Yes, organic pelletized poultry manure called 

Sustain.  Compost tea. 
None.   

I hope so. 

We do plan on cover cropping and using that 

to help the soil. Also we plan on doing careful 

assessments of our succession planting and 

rotations. 

Water. 
How ever much 

water will cost. 

free 
Garden is organic, individuals manage their 

plots. 

free compost and wood chips from 

county 
  

        

Yes, we produce compost 

through growing mushrooms. 

We have been able to find 

raw substrate materials in 

abundance in the city. 

We manage substrate fertility differently than 

soil fertility is managed, but we closely 

monitor it. 

Bathrooms/showers, storage space. Included in rent 

So far, yes. 
Sheet composting, lasagna gardening with 

cardboard and newspaper. 

At site #3, a hoop house for season 

extension. 
No 

No 
Just compost,  mainly kitchen waste, coffee 

grounds,   purchase compost 
none   

Good question. 

Compost, leaves, chicken manure, ash, 

sawdust, hay, kelp, charcoal, worm castings, 

and more. 

NA NA 

1/4 of a city lot. 
environmentally safe and non-toxic mineral 

supplement. 

full scale farming business, faith 

community and food production. 
partial 
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What structural improvements would create the biggest 

changes for your operation? 

What are the top things that would likely prevent you from farming in 

the future? 

  Laws 

new sheds and compost bins, rain barrels   

Access to heated, year round greenhouse in the City.  Indoor 

space to wash, pack, and store vegetables.  Commercial 

kitchen space.  Access to our own water sources independent 

of neighbors. 

Limited access to long-term land in the city.  Not being able to pay a 

decent living wage 

I think a hoop house would help us extend our growing season 

and thus make more money. 
If we can't turn a profit in our first two years. 

Storage shed(s), "skin" for greenhouse (we have 

superstructure). 
NA 

    

Floor drains would be great Not making a living at it. 

Rain catchment for sites 2&3.  Solar greenhouses for any site. Physical debility.  Loss of land.  Nuclear winter. 

Would like a small hoop house.   Would like to plant on 

boulevard. 

city text amendments stating that I cannot sell directly from my property,  

rules about value added products.  lack of land. 

TBD 

Zoning laws favorable to urban farming are essential. The appreciation 

and access to fresh local produce is good in Minneapolis, and this should 

continue to be cultivated, enriched, and expanded. Networks for 

connecting farmers to consumers has seen a strong beginning, but has far 

to go to support the number of urban farmers needed to, in turn, support 

future demand. 

full ownership and more food production, processing, 

distribution and education. 
n/a 
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Please name the top 2 or 3 policy barriers to urban farming 

or expanding urban farming in the Twin Cities. 

What services would you like provided from an organization like 

TCALT? 

Laws, Land Free money 

    

Unclear process of access to city water hydrants.   

Unable to lease or borrow vacant public lands. 

Unable to keep hoop houses up more than 180 days. 

Access to long term land, advocacy for use of urban land in agriculture, 

tools and resources to assist with the access to land. 

I think the rules around hoop houses are a little too strict. I think 

more people should be allowed to direct market to folks. We 

personally cannot market at a farmer's market just because of 

life circumstance and this could be the case for others as well. I 

think the city should also allow some of the vacant lots it holds 

to be used as farm land, especially if an adjacent lot is being 

rented to a farmer already. 

Help toward finding land. I think there should be an encouragement to 

urban farmers to find land as close to them as possible. This would help 

keep food super localized and help with the community building aspects of 

urban farming.  Also, I think consulting with bigger players that come into 

the market like Kim Bartmann who is opening up a new restaurant and 

hired farm managers to grow produce that she could use directly in her 

restaurants. If larger players have the ability to pay extraordinary prices or 

to just buy lots, this really affects the ability of smaller players to compete. 

Currently the urban farming field seems pretty cooperative and welcoming 

and I feel all efforts should be made to keep it this way. 

State law prevents large scale composting and bringing 

compostables in. Zoning laws are unclear with respect to 

keeping animals (chickens in particular). 

?? 

    

In our case the limitations come from our capacity to produce. I 

hope we don't find new limitations from policy that we didn't 

expect! 

It would be nice to list our compost for sale to local urban farms. We also 

have some varieties of outdoor mushrooms that we could help farmers 

grow. 

Unknown 
Ready availability of conservation easements.  People to help with local 

organizing.  Hmong interpreters. 

Lack of affordable land.   Tree coverage,  neighbors don't want 

chickens or bees next door. 
access to help with affordable land, 

The Urban Ag plan, as is, must be passed by the zoning 

commission. (I would advocate for one change - to allow pygmy 

goats.) 

It would be helpful for an organization to consolidate the immense amount 

of information/resources/laws on urban farming in the Twin Cities in one 

spot. A transparent and accessible urban farming network would be great. 

political and regulatory. ? 
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What services would you like provided from an organization like Homegrown Minneapolis? 

Pay us to grow food we sell 

  

Pushing for local policy changes that are prohibitive to accessing local foods year round, including growing, processing, composting, eating, 

etc 

Policies that don't just keep in mind what rich homeowners want, but what a larger populous wants and needs, good access to fresh, local, 

non toxic and affordable food. I want the City to not just say that it supports local food, but show it more so with how it helps support and 

incubates the growth of this new industry. Help us figure out (in a regulatory sense) how to grow on rooftops. Allow us to grow on parts of 

park lands (trust me, it's good land and resource management practices). Read the current issue of YES magazine for more ways other 

City's support their movements. 

Bully pulpit for policy changes. 

  

The monthly email newsletter has been great and has helped us find important programs on multiple occasions.  

 

It would be fun to setup another event like the "Homegrown Experience" that puts an emphasis on bringing in urban producers to showcase 

all the options you can get locally. 

 

It might be cool to have a "Minneapolis Grown" label for produce, similar to the Minnesota Grown label. 

Connection with police and firefighters as volunteers to support local efforts. 

help with relationships with neighbors about the advantages of bees and chickens,   affordable plants,  greenhouse space..  classes 

Same as above, with emphasis on networking and collaboration. 

Streaming lining the develop of urban agriculture as a business in under-served parts of the city.  One size does not fit all! 
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Appendix C – Municipal Policy Comparison Chart 
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